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THE FOUNDERS

About Us
We have a big vision here at Digital Mums

Digital Mums is a purpose-driven business.

to support every mother to become a

Everything we do is designed to deliver

lifelong learner. We believe this is the route

social impact for our staff, our customers

to reducing maternal unemployment and

and their families. We invest in a radical

supporting women into rewarding, flexible

flexible working culture where only 17%

careers.

of our staff work full-time in the office. This
enables our talented team to fit their roles

This is something that our co-founders

around their families.

Nikki and Kathryn are deeply passionate
about. They watched their mothers clean

In recognition of our efforts, our co-

other people’s tables to put food on theirs

founders Nikki and Kathryn were both

because it was the only flexible work they

named Digital Mavericks by Campaign

could find.

Magazine, Red Magazine’s Women of the
Year, Marie Claire’s Future Shapers and

After five years, we’ve helped over 2,000

two of the 40 women over 40 currently

mothers to learn new skills and to gain

shaping the internet by the Telegraph’s

digital confidence and have big ambitions

Stella magazine.

to support thousands more in the next
few years.
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LEARN

Foundation in
Social Media Marketing
Duration:
10 weeks

Weekly time needed:
2-3 hours per week

Cost:
Standard price | £420 (inclusive of VAT)
Early bird price | £299 (inclusive of VAT) if you sign up by March 29th

Entry criteria:
Everyone is welcome, no matter your skill level

Accreditation:
As this is a brand new course it has not yet achieved accreditation but a certificate of completion will
be awarded if you complete 80% of the course.
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study
with us?

On our pilot 100% of
students surveyed gained
useful knowledge.
“I loved all the different
content styles.”
“The content was
so amazing.”
“I loved the live sessions, and
having the expert to answer
our questions.”
“The interactive lessons
and podcasts made the
learning really enjoyable and
easy to fit in.”

–
Learn social media
marketing in 10 weeks

Why learn?

Why learn with Digital Mums?

Did you know that learning delivers

•• Our courses are designed around

so many benefits beyond knowledge

the needs of busy mothers and

and skills? It can inspire you, make you

women, offering maximum

feel more optimistic about the future,

flexibility through online study and

improve your self-esteem and give you

bite-size lessons, all available from

a new lease of life.

your phone.
•• We use cutting-edge, best-practice

Being a lifelong learner is also one of

learning design to ensure your

the most in-demand mindsets from

learning is enjoyable and crucially

employers because if there is one

that the learning sticks.

guarantee in this fast-paced, digital

•• We refresh our content regularly.

society, it’s that things are always

Over 80% of our course content

changing!

was created in the last 6 months
and over 95% in the last 9 months.
This is crucial because social media
platforms change so fast.
•• Learning with Digital Mums
connects you to like-minded
women facing similar challenges
and builds your professional
network.
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will you
learn?
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Social media
marketing

In-demand,
21st century skills

We don’t just teach you the fundamentals of
social media marketing you’ll also build some
key 21st century skills.

Our Foundation in Social Media Marketing provides 30 hours of
engaging learning to build an in-depth understanding of this fastpaced, exciting area.

Social Media
Marketing Strategy

Tactics &
Execution

Time
Management

Remote
Collaboration

If you’re running platforms
without a clear strategy, then
you aren’t doing social media
marketing - you’re just doing
social media. The strategy is
the most important part.

With the fundamental
strategic steps in place it’s
time to execute. We will teach
you the basics of successful
tactical execution on each
of the main social media
platforms.

Time management is something that
mothers tend to be good at, but with us
you’ll take this to the next level through
the process of planning and organising
your time so you can fit in the learning.
We’ll also introduce you to some brilliant
time management digital tools such as
Trello and Pocket.

A key soft skill identified as being one
of the most in-demand skills is the
ability to work effectively with others.
Increasingly, collaboration is being
done remotely. With us you learn to
collaborate with your fellow students
remotely using tools such as Trello,
Slack and ClickMeeting.

Social
Analytics

Copywriting

Analytical
Reasoning

A Digital-First
Mindset

Social is more science than
art, and you can measure
what works and what doesn’t
work by accessing metrics on
hundreds of data points. We’ll
teach you how to interpret
these to improve results.

We’ll teach you how to craft
compelling posts using
the fundamentals of good
copywriting.

LinkedIn claim that professionals who
make smart decisions based on data add
so much value to employers and have a
competitive advantage in the job market.
You will be accessing a vast array of data
and using it to improve the success of your
campaign, building this crucial skill that
can be applied to other areas.

More than specific skills, the labour
market is crying out for people that
have a digital-first mindset. This
means you’re fluent with digital,
you can identify the right tool for
the job, can pick up and learn new
tools easily and can support others
to use them. We build this mindset
in all our students.
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WEEK 1

WEEK 2

An Introduction to
Social Media Platforms and Tools

Aligning Your Strategy Around Your Audience

Immerse yourself in the world of social media marketing and learn all about the
myriad of social media marketing tools that are on the market. This week we cover:

Lessons
Podcast

•• Social media platforms: what’s hot and what’s not

Podcast

•• Digital trends influencing social media

Podcast

•• What social media trends to expect in the future

Podcast

•• An exploration of social media algorithms

Podcast

•• An introduction to the major platforms/networks

Video

•• A guide to the hashtag

Written

A guide to using social media marketing tools

Resources
A comprehensive glossary of affordable tools helpful for social
media marketing

important step in that process is understanding your target audience. This week we
cover:

Lessons

•• A look back at the rise of social media

Live lesson

Social media marketing is pointless without a clear strategy. The first and most

•• Why you need a strategy on social

Podcast

•• Understanding your audiences: your user personas

Interactive

Live lesson
How to develop your own user/buyer personas

Resources
•• User/buyer persona templates
•• A social media strategy template

Optional challenge
Create a summary of a user/buyer persona for a business
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WEEK 3

WEEK 4

Developing a Sociable Brand

Designing an Influencer Strategy

A brand is so much more than a visual look, it’s what a company stands for, its

Influencer marketing has exploded in popularity and social media is the most

essence, what it talks about and how it talks. This week we cover:

important channel for this new tactic. This week we cover:

Lessons

Lessons

•• Rocking the social media party

Podcast

•• An introduction to the different types of influencer

Podcast

•• Social media etiquette

Podcast and visual

•• How to find influencers

Podcast

•• Why creating a consistent, sociable brand important

Video

•• Which platforms work best for influencers

Podcast

•• Defining the brand essence

Video

•• Influencer marketing trends for the next year

Podcast

•• Defining the audience

Video

•• How to build relationships with influencers

Podcast

•• Defining the sweet spot

Video

•• A summary guide to influencer research

Infographic

•• Developing the Digital Mums sociable brand framework

Video

•• A summary guide to influencer outreach

Infographic

•• Crafting the right tone of voice

Interactive

Live lesson

Live lesson
Designing an influencer strategy for a business

Creating your own sociable brand

Resources
Resources
A template for the sociable brand framework

Influencer research templates
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WEEK 5

WEEK 6

Crafting a Content Strategy

Data-Driven Decision-Making for Success

It’s all well and good understanding how to use a social media platform but how do

Digital marketing is driven by data and social media is no exception. This week we

you know what content to share? This week we cover:

cover:

Lessons

Lessons

•• Why is content so important?

Podcast

•• The importance of an iterative, data-driven approach

Podcast

•• What is content on social media?

Written

•• The Digital Mums Test, Measure, Reflect and Refine process

Infographic

•• Content curation vs content creation

Podcast

•• Checklists for Test and Reflect

Visual

•• User-generated content and its benefits

Podcast

•• The social media goal of brand awareness

Video

•• The downloadable guide to content curation

Written

•• The social media goal of building engagement

Video

•• Designing a content strategy around your audiences

Interactive

•• The social media goal of driving website traffic

Video

•• A downloadable guide to crafting great social media posts

Written

•• The social media goal of lead generation

Video

•• An introduction to Trello

Video

•• The social media goal of social selling

Video

•• Understanding how to set the right goal

Interactive

Live lesson

•• Understanding metrics and KPIs

Interactive

Crafting a content strategy for a business

•• How to track website traffic

Written

•• Facebook Insights: a downloadable guide

Written

•• Instagram Insights: a downloadable guide

Written

•• Twitter Analytics: a downloadable guide

Written

•• LinkedIn Analytics: a downloadable guide

Written

Resources
Editorial content calendar template

Collaborative challenge
Generate insights from the data

Resources
Insights capture template
Data capture template
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–
WEEK 8

Social Media Marketing with Facebook

Social Media Marketing with Instagram

While every platform must be underpinned by the same strategic approach, each has its

Instagram growth has exploded in recent years and it’s jumped into the top 3 social

own unique characteristics, functionality and recipe for success. This week we will focus on

platforms in terms of user numbers. This week we will focus on Instagram and will

Facebook and will cover:

cover:

Lessons

Lessons
•• An introduction to Facebook - who uses it and why

Video

•• Why prioritise Facebook for your business

Video

•• Understanding the Facebook algorithm

Video

•• Facebook trends to look out for in 2019

Podcast

•• The optimal frequency for posting on social media

Podcast

•• Facebook Groups

Interactive

Live lesson
The Secret Sauce for getting it right on Facebook

•• An introduction to Instagram - who uses it and why

Video

•• Why prioritise Instagram for your business

Video

•• Understanding the Instagram algorithm

Video

•• Instagram trends to look out for in 2019

Podcast

•• Using Shoppable tags

Video

•• An introduction to Instagram Stories

Video

•• Masterclass with Mother Pukka

Video

Live lesson
The Secret Sauce for getting it right on Instagram

Resources

Resources

Some best practice examples to understand what good looks

Some best practice examples to understand what good looks

like

like
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WEEK 9

–
WEEK 10

Social Media Marketing with Twitter

Social Media Marketing with LinkedIn

This fast paced social media platform might have dropped out of the top 3 in terms

LinkedIn is the number one B2B social media platform and a growing professional

of user numbers but it’s still an important network. This week we will focus on Twitter

network. This week we will focus on LinkedIn and will cover:

and will cover:

Lessons

Lessons
•• An introduction to Twitter - who uses it and why

Video

•• Why prioritise Twitter for your business

Video

•• Understanding the Twitter algorithm

Video

•• Twitter trends to look out for in 2019

Podcast

•• An introduction to LinkedIn - who uses it and why

Video

•• Why prioritise LinkedIn for your business

Video

•• Understanding the LinkedIn algorithm

Video

•• LinkedIn trends to look out for in 2019

Podcast

Live lesson
Live lesson

The Secret Sauce for getting it right on LinkedIn

The Secret Sauce for getting it right on Twitter

Resources
Resources
Some best practice examples to understand what good looks
like

Some best practice examples to understand what good looks
like

Before and during the training

FAQ

I haven’t done any training or
learning for a long time and
am nervous about it, is that
ok?
Yes! Other students that join the course
will be in the same boat as you. As you
progress through the course you will see
your confidence return in no time at all.

How many hours a week does
the training require?
You will be expected to commit 2-3
hours per week.

Is the training all online?
Yes! You can complete all of it from
the comfort of your own home (or
wherever else you want to do it).

Can I fit the learning in
whenever?
The recorded lessons/resources can
be accessed any time during the
week, however each week there is a
60 minute live, interactive session that
has a fixed time.They happen every
Thursday evening at 8pm. Recordings
are made available afterwards.

What sort of equipment do I
need?
You need a decent laptop with a
webcam that can handle video
chatting software (Google Hangouts).
Having a smartphone is vital too.

Can I do it from outside of
the UK?
Yes, but please be aware of the time
difference with regards to the live
sessions.

Can I do this course if I am
not a mother?
While our training is designed around
the needs of busy mothers, other
women are also welcome to join this
course, particularly anyone starting to
forward plan for when they want to
start a family.

Will I be able to chat to other
students?
Yes, all students will join a learning
community and can interact and learn
together.

I would like to speak to
someone to ask some
questions before I start is
that possible?
I’m afraid you can’t speak to one of our
admissions team on the phone but do
feel free to email any questions over
and look out for the webinars that we
run, where you will get a chance to join
in and ask questions.

What if I have questions on
the lessons, will I be able to
ask someone who can help
me?
If you get stuck on the lessons or are
confused about any of our resources
then our team will be able to help you.
There will be a dedicated email address
for any queries you have.

Will I be job ready after this
training?
To be job ready in a totally new career
you have to complete a vocational
training course, a bit like retraining to
become a teacher by undertaking a
PGCE. This Introduction to Social Media
Marketing course is not a vocational
training course, however you will build
knowledge and skills in the subject.
If you are interested in one of our
vocational training courses do get in
touch.

After the training
What happens after I finish
the training?
Once you graduate you’ll have 10
weeks access to the training content,
so you can continue learning and
growing your skills. You will also be
able to join a Facebook Group that will
be specifically set up for your fellow
graduates.

